2022 MID WINTER MEETING GROUND RULES
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY

Page 26 - Article X, AMENDMENTS:
State Contest, #3
If state/provincial association cannot host a state/provincial final due to circumstances beyond anyone’s control,
including, but not limited to acts of nature, acts of public enemy, animal diseases, riots, flood, or communicable
diseases, the NHSRA executive committee has the authority to approve an alternate method or plan, submitted by the
state / province, to create a structure for the states / provinces to qualify to the national high school and/or junior high
school finals rodeo
Page 28, # 21, General Rules for Contestants
Western Shirt-wrist length sleeves shirt with collar and cuffs, shirts must be tucked in.
Page 54, Rodeo Livestock, Requirements, #2
The percent of acceptable rough stock and timed event stock is at the option of the state / province association.
Page 107, TIE DOWN, IV, Scoring and Penalties, #13.
A contestant will receive a five second penalty for the run if he brings the animal over backwards (between 10 and 2 on
a standard clock) with the animal landing on his back or head with all four feet in the air.
Page 117, RIBBON ROPING IV, Scoring and Penalties, #10.
A contestant will receive a 5 second penalty for the run if they bring the animal over backwards (between 10 and 2 on a
standard clock) with the animal landing on his back or head with all four feet in the air.
Page 117, RIBBON ROPING, III, Event Rules, #15
Delete #15 under III Event Rules and re-number the remaining items
Page 102, CHUTE DOGGING, III Event Rules, #3,
With steer loaded in chute, dogger gets beside steer with hand and arm in front of shoulder of steer, or behind shoulder
if dogger desires, and can wrap under neck. When dogger calls for steer the chute gate will be opened. Dogger must
maintain his arm and hand position without impeding forward progress of steer. Should dogger grab horn, ear, or
impede forward progress by choking steer, a 10 second penalty will be accessed. Steer must cross score line before
being thrown or starting to slow the steer's forward progress to start throwing process. If steer is thrown before crossing
score line, it will result in a disqualification since time has not started. Dogger cannot do anything to start throwing
process until time has started in the field.
Page 102, CHUTE DOGGING, III Event Rules, # 4 Should be removed as it is addressed in new rule 3.
Page 104, CHUTE DOGGING, add #1, b, Livestock Requirements.
Chute Dogging Cattle Weight Recommendations:
a. A minimum weight of 350 lbs.
b. A maximum weight of 475 lbs.
Page 109, Junior High TIE DOWN: Add: Livestock Requirement:
Junior High Tie Down Weight Recommendations:

a. Minimum weight of 160 lbs.
b. Maximum weight of 185 lbs
Page 134, REIND COW HORSE, Under Whistles (about mid-way 2nd paragraph).
If a judge awards a new cow the contestant must accept the new cow, or the score will result in a zero (0).
Page 100-STEER WRESTLING, #8 Change, Livestock Requirements
#8-Change to read: Horns to be tipped to the size of a dime. (Existing rule #8 will become #9.)
Page 114-TEAM ROPING, add #6, Livestock Requirements.
Horns to be tipped to the size of a dime.
Page 74, Goat Tying, General Rules, #10. (This applies to JH Boys & Girls GT also)
Have Collars the same and snug. Ropes the same length. Goats the same size and weights. Collars should be tightened to
have approximately one (1) inch of slack. Collars must be nylon or leather; no chains may be used as a collar in the
event.

